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Problem

Live Streamers lack of content 

Authors and writers pay so much money to turn their stories that are 
written on papers to an audio spoken with their own voice or a premade 
one with high quality background music and publish it.

Content creators of shorts & reels are prone to demonetization or DMCA 
takedowns for the music they play on their videos. 
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Solution

QuakeAI

An Audiobook Generator that enables Authors, Writers and live 
Streamers/Broadcasters to generate Spoken stories with AI 
generated background music that brings life to it. 
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Use cases

● QuakeAI is a great way to for Live Streamers to keep their viewers 
entertained by contributing to a story

● Authors and writers would never believe how easy it is to turn their 
stories written on papers to an audio spoken with their own voice or 
a premade one with high quality background music and publish it on 
Audible within a click of a button!

● Content creators of shorts & reels will generate music for their 
videos without worrying about demonetization or DMCA takedowns.

● Authors can brainstorm shorts stories with other author through a 
chat room and QuakeAI would make an Audiobook out of it. 
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Demo

works on mobile and all 
web browsers out there!

GoTo -> QuakeAI
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https://quakeai-8qsapgip4fvhnxlkumwu8b.streamlit.app/


Business plan

Target customers

Authors, Writers, Content creators, Live Streamers and 

Influencers and their viewers 

Pricing

Twitch extension bits cut 80% Streamer 20% Developer. 

freemium  Model (Limited for free)

Revenue

Estimated Yearly revenue with 100 active user subs and 
20$/mo subscription -> 24k$ + 7.2k$ from Twitch extension
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Project Timeline/Future Enhancements

Users provide the 
storyline to generate 
Audiobook

Users only click a 
button and provide a 
description for the 
story  direction and 
QuakeAI takes over 
to generate an 
Audiobook with no 
further intervention 
user’s side.

Users get to publish 
their Audiobooks 
with a click of a 
button

A Marketplace 
community can share 
their masterpieces 
that they made with 
QuakeAI, and have 
other read it and rate 
it.

ex. someone shares a 
music for meditation 
with someone telling 
calming things.

Turn the webapp into 
an extension on 
Twitch

User only pormpt Fully 
autonomous 

production 
workflow

Home of stories 
Lovers

Build a Twitch 
extension To be continued..

We’ll see what we 
can enhance even 
more in the future. let 
me know if you have 
any features that can  
be added.
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Thanks for checking out 

QuakeAI
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